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Well, just dropping two coins here with my own experience of it. I know exactly 
what this yearning for  a higher experience etc.  is,  as I  had this  yearning my 
whole life. This comes with the natal chart as some people have this and some 
don't. 

What this higher fulfillment is, is not only your walking life that is on a higher 
plane (this has to do with you, not others) but has dreams in it and also your own 
higher perception of reality all in itself. You will just experience reality far more 
vividly. The physical body itself is rejuvenated so taste, music, food, even the 
most ordinary activities get a whole new meaning. Basically, as you are climbing 
the ladder, all this will come up. 

When people think of astral experiences etc., they always think of sleep or astral 
projection, or worlds of sugar bubble. Not True. Though as a matter of fact the 
awakening of your inner self entails other changes. 'Physical' reality gets a whole 
other meaning. You feel blissful just because you exist. All these things are the 
number one reason why people lose their control of stuff in some cases. There 
are also idiots who have never experienced anything and bastardize the terms, 
only to make matters worse and seemingly insane, or outlandish. This includes 
all the stuff that is unreasonable and shit. In actuality, the physical plane can be a 
paradise,  if  you  perceive  the  astral  side  of  it  and  you  have  the  Serpent 
consciousness. 

I do not know if I passed the message clearly, but you must pay close attention to 
your experiences. Par example, I had astral vision that was working perfectly. I 
was growing mad and insane with myself because I had the false expectation to 
see  the  Gods  with  open  physical  eyes.  Stuck  on  this  stupid  expectation, 
depression started kicking in. Which would have ruined things for a while. 

What’s  important  in  Satanic  evolution  is  to  pay  close  attention  to  your  own 
experiences  and  NEVER  have  'expectations'  that  are  strictly  close  to  the 
experiences  of  others.  Not  everyone  has  the  same  nature,  neither 
predispositions,  neither  capabilities.  We are just  sharing.  For instance,  I  have 
read over the years on how in astral projection, you see in 360 degrees. Although 
I have had many other abilities, I never experienced astral vision of 360 degrees. 
Someone else could have. Though you need to have yourself close and shape 
your expectations or better yet, have never as much, so that you try to force the 
outcomes of meditation. 

https://groups-archive.org/viewtopic.php?p=59017#p59017


Hope this helps. 

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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[Kai Purr] wrote: 

The ascension of my serpent has completely transformed my perception of 
reality. I have come to understand that this physical reality we perceive is 
not our primary realm of existence. Humanity has their perception of reality 
backwards and this needs to be corrected. 

This 'physical' reality is nothing more than a small portion of your complete 
consciousness. The physical brain filters out our consciousness which is 
why activating and empowering it  is  important.  This  physical  reality  we 
perceive is a reality of a very low vibration and frequency which is why time 
& space are such a huge factor here. In higher realms, the vibration speed 
of matter is so fast and frequencies are so high that time is much faster 
and  space  is  much  more  dense.  This  explains  why  our  very  thoughts 
manifest  instantaneous to our mental perception. This physical reality is 
the  manifestation  of  the  most  frequent  realities  of  faster  vibration 
(thoughts) in a specific area of the universe. This is why meditation and 
magick is necessary to live a desirable life in this physical reality. 

Our true bodies (The Mind) exist on much higher vibrational realms (Astral) 
compared to this  'physical'  (3rd  Dimension)  realm.  This  is  why we can 
experience  anything  we desire  at  will  with  our  mental  sensory  but  are 
limited  and  restricted  from  doing  so  in  this  physical  reality.  When  we 
Meditate, Astral Project, (Day)/Dream, and Think we are using our higher 
body  and  performing  action  in  the  higher  realms.  We  must  not  limit 
ourselves to consciously 'living' only in this physical reality, our true selves 
live  on  higher  realities.  We  as  Spiritual  Satanists  are  used  to  only 
meditating and performing magick when we need to or as a daily routine. 
This  is  only  limiting  our  true  freedom.  We  all  know  that  our  (most 
frequent/amplified)  thoughts  influence our physical  reality,  but  we fail  to 
realize the reality of the matter.

 Many people believe they have "awoken" when they discover the powers 
of the mind & etc. but this far from the true awakening. We are asleep 

http://www.joyofsatan.org/


otherwise there would be no such thing as dreaming in our consciousness. 
Many people live their daily lives without even being consciously aware at 
mostly any single given time. We are always dreaming. When we 'dream' 
we are simply experiencing our reality without our physical perception. This 
physical  reality  is  vibrating  at  such  a  slow  speed  that  our  physical 
perception appears to dominate our consciousness. We are always living 
in  the  'dream world',  when  we  sleep  we  simply  let  go  of  our  physical 
sensory to experience higher realities without the distraction of the physical 
reality. So, we must acknowledge that every time we meditate or perform 
magick  (essentially  using  the  mind),  we  are  living  in  the  dream 
(astral/higher reality) world. 

A  huge  part  of  our  consciousness  is  asleep.  This  is  why  we  are  not 
conscious in our dreams and explains why we are at loss to be consciously 
aware during the day. We are always living in the dream world even when 
we are  awake so we must  work  on keeping  our  conscious  awareness 
active  so  that  it  may  become  an  instinctive  habit  for  us  to  always  be 
consciously aware even during our physical  sleep. This is called dream 
yoga but it is essentially performing Void Meditation frequently throughout 
the day if not all  the time. This will train the consciousness to never be 
'asleep'. This opens you up to the world of lucid dreaming where anything 
is possible, from interacting with your Guardian as well as influencing your 
physical reality from that state. 

The  bigger  picture  here  is  that  you  learn  to  consciously  live  in  higher 
realms during both the day time and physical sleep. The ultimate benefit 
here is that the most frequent realities you experience in the higher realms 
manifest in your physical reality. 

My serpent has taught me that this is how it itself lives as well as all other 
animals. They consciously dream all the time (during day & during sleep) 
on desirable realities. This way of thinking and living has a huge impact on 
someone  who  has  developed  serious  power  through  Power  meditation 
&/or Yoga. 

In  my  experience  of  Kundalini  Yoga/Meditation  my  consciousness 
ascended to a state where my desires/chakras evolved into higher realities 
(increased  vibration/frequency).  So,  I  can  no  longer  fulfill  myself  of  a 
desirable reality here in this physical reality. I have learned to adjust my 
consciousness into higher realities where I can fulfill  myself of desirable 
experiences. 



[seekinglife] wrote:

I  have  always  thought  about  something  like  this,  where  all  the  worlds 
connect to one consciousness, but I have a question, as humans do, we 
have  split  consciousness?  If  so,  does  one  part  stay  dormant  until  we 
sleep? I understand that our true selves reside in higher realms, but are 
they  separate  consciousnesses?  Awake  in  the  physical,  asleep  in  the 
higher realms. I like the way you think and I thankyou for this post.


